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month, Part I of this article began a disccrssiorr
L
of the nlternativc coticeptioris o f accountability in
iiealtii administration. Part 2 continues that discussion
nst

(ind also examines the consequences of an analysis of
accoiititability for the ediicution o f health aclministrators.
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A Guidance Approach

The following view of accountability-the
guidance approach-is
the view closest to my heart. It
took me 600-odd pages to explain it elsewhere." Here
I will simply susgcst its chief points relevant to the issue
at hand.
Accountability is based on a variety of interacting
forces, not one lone attribute or mechanism. The
direction health administrators take, in accountability as
in other matters, is affected by all the factors already
discussed and some others still to be mentioned. In
part, administrators respond to articulations of rights
by thc community, its leadcrs, the press, ctc., that is,
to claims of accountability. I n part, their accountability
is circumscribed and delineated by the legalities and
formalities of the state, etc. Hence, changes in any and
all of thew factors are effective ways to change the
level and scope of accountability; none of them is all
inclusive.
Moreover, several missing elements must still be
ac!dcd to complete thc analysis. For example, in contrast to thosc who pcrccive power as the core cxplanatory factor. I perccivc accountability as having both a
power and a moral base. in the sense that the values
.i
!:ic:ti nc!inii!istr~itors intcrnnlize (as \vel1 as those
'.I+
<)tilei- participants. both in the health u n i t undcr
coii\ider;iticiii and pcrsons acting on it from the out\iiic). do aft'cct the direction thc health unit takes.
-I h u \ . i n a rcccnt study by tlic Center for Policy Re.L.;!rcli. Sic\.en Bcavcr. PhD, and Rosita Albert, PhD.
ir,i!nd th:tt thc administrators of several hospitals
\:i.idicct \\ere mort: progrcssivc on several counts than
ciI.hcr thc people in thc area servcd bq the hospital or
t I I:
i r pat i c n t - a tl i u c a t c , iic t i v is t 1e adc rs .
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For example, neighborhood residents, community
leaders, and hospital administrators in a major U.S.
city were asked:
Which of these three kinds of health care d o you think is the
most important for this community? The three types are:
1. Routine problems (checkups, maternal and child care,
dental and eye care, ordinary sicknesses); 2. care of major
body illnesses (heart problems, cancer, operations); 3. care
for socially relevant problems (drug addiction, mental illness.
alcoholism ).

While a full 80 per cent of the administrators chose
the socially relevant problems as the most important
kind of health care problem for the neighborhood,
smaller proportions of the neighborhood residents (60
per cent) and community leaders (52 per cent) chose
this alternative. Routine problems were judged as most
important by 31 per cent of the community residents,
35 per cent of the leaders, and 20 per cent of the hospital administrators. Major body illnesses were considered the most important health care problem to nine
per cent of the neighborhood dwellers, to 14 per cent
of their leaders, and to none of the administrators.
Thus, while majorities of all three groups believe that
problems such as drug addiction, mental illness, and
alcoholism are the major health problems of the community under study, a clearly higher percentage of the
hospital administrators took this view. While the differences are not sizable, it is nevertheless significant
that these percentages remained consistent across a
broad spectrum of questions answered by the three
groups.
This study illustrates what we all know from personal experience : Administrators are not neutral beings.
I hey haw sentinicnts, prcferenccs, and a b m e all,
values-although, of course, they differ greatly among
themselvcs conccrnine what they value, how clearly
they perceive their values, and how far they are willing to go in promoting their values against those of
others if a diffcrence should become evident. The content and intensity of these value commitments are in
part affected by the administrator's cducation, a point
to which we shall rcturn.
The administrator necd not be mcrely a broker of
power, a meeting point of various internal and external
pressures to which he adapts the way a vectorgram
would. He necd not adapt to the strongest pressure at
the moment, although quite a few administrators act
in this way. Asidc from his personal values and position of authority in the structure which give him a
separate backbone, i.e., a measure of direction other
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The education of administrators should provide
them with a set of values to guide their behavior,
thus encouraging accountability. Ethical education
may best b e advanced by presenting appropriate
case studies for group discussion and by
interaction with experienced, committed
individuals with high standards. The educational
program should sensitize administrators to the
contrasting conceptions of accountability.

i

than the realpolitik of give and take, there is, in addition, an opportunity for creative leadership.
I do not perceive the capacity for leadership as
consisting of abstract, moralistic character traits; I
perceive these as specific skills. The object is not to
fly in the face of reality or power groups, nor to wildly
pursue utopian notions of social justice or accountability-such
an administrator is all too likely to be
quickly expelled-but
to help shape, mobilize, and
combine the vectors which determine the health unit's
direction and accountability model so as to bring them
closer to the desired system. To shape these forces
requires educating the various groups to definitions and
demands which are closer to what is legal and ethical
and just. This is probably the most difficult part of
the creative administrator's job.
Also, for the administrator to mobilize one or more
of the relevant groups is to bring about a change in
the balance of vectors to which the administrator must
later respond. Thus, if the physicians are unduly pressuring him to take a course of action he considers undesirable, he may instigate greater activity by the board
or consumer representatives to serve as countervailing
forces, somewhat changing the vectorgram. This course
often cannot be followed because it leads to a measure
of countermobilization by the other group, realizes next
to no net change, and serves only to creatc a higher
level of conflict all around.':'
Coalition forming offers a somewhat better opportunity for creative leadership. Coalitions arise, not
necessarily explicitly, when two or more groups favor
the same or a similar course of action. These groups
mu! he composed of insiders only, outsiders only, or
\ : ' i > in: curnbinatiuns tlic.rcof.
f:or example, when he \vas First Deputy Comniissioricr of the New York Department of Public Health,
I.iwell Bellin, MD, succcecled in forming a coalition
txttxccn his agency and the consumers to push a nunitrzr o f voluntary hospitals into piving more resources
:tiit! attentiun to ambulatory care.
The context was
tiic S e w York State Ghetto Medicine Program which
iii\titurioiialized the coalition between the Public
I Icaltti Department and consumers by requiring each
l i ( ! > ~ ~ i t a lcicsirous of obtaining funds under the pro:!r;trn'> provisions i o I . Subject its ambulatory care ser\ icc, to contractual stanclard setting, monitoring. and
cnt'orwmcnt by thc New York City Department of
Health. anti 2. to bccome associated with an ambulatory
scrviccs advisory committee, comprising a majority of
consun1cr mcnibers. Twenty-two voluntary hospitals in
1''
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New York City participated in the program. As Bellin
et a!. note, hospital-based ambulatory care services
have always been low in comparison to inpatient services in the hierarchy of priorities of hospital administrations, The primary incentive for these hospitals to
allow their ambulatory care services to be scrutinized
by the health department and a consumer group, in
marked opposition to their autonomous institutional
traditions, was desperation for funds. Yet Bellin et al.
also point out that the simple mechanism of a contract
between the hospitals and the agency would never have
sufficed to insure that the monies earmarked for
ambulatory care actually were spent in that manner.
How to prevent the regulated industries from regulating the regulators is a notorious problem in public
administration, and by itself the agency would never
have had the resources to keep the hospitals from reallocating the funds according to their own internal
priorities. Though originally skeptical about the value
of working with relatively uninformed and incxperienced consumers of hospital ambulatory services, the
department concluded, however, that its alliance with
the consumers was vita1 in giving it the leverage which
resulted in the hospitals' widespread obedience to contractual stipulations. In addition, quite a number of
spinoff improvements in ambulatory care which were
not part of the original stipulations were achieved via
pressure put on the hospitals by the advisory committees, the department, or the two in concert. In
speaking about the accomplishments of the Ghetto
Medicine Program, Bellin listed the number of advances that have emerged from this program of active
collaboration between consumers and professionals in
prii ate \poluntary hospitals:
Instituting a unit record system:
Hiring a n interpreter;
Establishing a primary physician system;
Developing a list of services for distribution:
5. Hiring a full-time director of an1bulato:y care:
6. Holding two open public hearings:
7. Adding preventive medicine services:
8. Assigning additional physicians, nurses. and clerks to the
outpatient department;
9. Eliminating underutilized clinics:
I O . Starting a community outreach program;
1 I . Starting a new clinic or other services:
12. Remodeling clinic and/or emergency room areas:
1 3 . Running patient attitude surveys:
14. Providing music and snack machines:
15. Establishing a communication link hetween the medical
board, administrators, and the consumers;
16. Changing the referral system;
1.
2.
3,
4.
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17, Changing x-ray and laboratory foiloh-up: and
IS. Extending clinical hours.:,'

Coalition building is often etfective because each
vector, while relatively given and unchangeable in isolation, may be combined to neutralize, to partially
rcinforcc, or to fully back up one another. The ultimate
success lies in building a coalition in favor of greater
accountability which is either very wide or all-inclusive.
Then the desired changes are introduced almost as if
by themselves.
Closely related, but even more productive, is the
formulation of new alternatives. Groups rarely have
fully developed positions and almost always can find
alternative ways to achieve their goals.::' If ways can be
found to allow them to advance their goals which at
the same timc lessen their opposition to other groups
and to higher levels of accountability, then the program's success will be particularly pronounced. For
example, the strength of the HMO pattern is said to
bc that i t is both responsive to the doctors' legitimate
needs and more responsive to the paticnts' needs than
is solo practice; if this is the case, it is indeed a creative alternative. . :
To advance any and all of these strategies, the administrator needs a considerable understanding of how
social systems work, how polities function, what the
various groups' values and needs are, and Lvhat alternatives are practical and acceptable. He can get the
needed knowledge partially from proper training and
partially from continual interaction with the various
groups inside and outside his u n i t which impinge on it.
Experience suggests that without fixed, institutionalized
op po r t u n it ies f c) r corn m u n ic a t i on, such regu I a rize d
interaction is unlikcly to occur with sufficient frequency.
<\n explanation of tlic niechanisnis of institutional coni: x l ! i i i c a t i o i 1 cannot hc: u!idertal\cn hew, but the>. consti[ L I L C ;I \ i t a [ cJc:iiiL~iit(;I' aiij. cfTccti\,c accountability
s>\tc'm.
. .

'
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F r o m Unit to S y s t e m ; New Definition of H e a l t h

'I hub far, 1i.c have dclibcratcly follo\ved the prevailin? trac!ition. clcnling w i t h the health u n i t (hospital.
(:IiitiL..
and niir>iiiy Iiomc) a\ i f i t \\ere it world unto
itwlt. \i'liilc t l i c aclmini\trator has rcpcatcdly been
iib:x.rihccl ;is tlL..aling \\.itti both intc'rnal and external
t o r i u . thew t ' ~ r c c \w r c \.icwctl a\ impiii~ingon a unit
of con\itlcra1)lc intcgrity and cohcsi\,cncss. b:hile this
i I C ~ V i\
both i i i ~ . c z \ a r ! ( u c cannot tahc i n the whole
\ \ ( i r l c l : \\e m u \ t LliLidc it i n t o u n i t s to t h i n k about and
t o dcal ivith i t J a n d f~lvorccl(cspcciall!, i n nongovcrniiiL>iit;il health
u n i t > ) . health units arc increasingly
hcconiing part of large systems (not necessarily neat,
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well-consolidated systems, but simply more encompassing entities)*: ! : The concern with accountability is, to
a significant extent, a concern with these larger entities.
This is the case partially because accountability is
greatly affected by supervisory, regulatory, higher order
structures, especially government agencies and professional bodies. This also is the case because administrators must manage health systems, not just health
units, and the manner in which these systems are
managed greatly affects the performance of the individual units. Last, but equally important, greater accountability in one service area such as health often
requires corrections of ills in other sectors of the
society-sanitation,
pollution control, highway safety,
and education-which can be activated only via higher
level units or interunit give and take.
As an article by Blumstein and Zubkoff on government health policy explains: "The concept of health
has a large social component. Illness may to a large
degree be conditioned by culture, and its definition may
be the product of a social bargaining process."::'; The
authors also note that:
, . . health maintenance has begun to receive attention among
health professionals, but the concept still carries with it a topheavy medical service orientation. Most significant for our
society. there are a considerable number of environmental
factors which contribute substantially to our health problems;
any governmental decision to become involved in the health
sector must conbider possible allocation alternatives in personal
and nonpersonnl arciis as a means of promoting health.':;

These environmental factors affecting health are divided into thrce categories: 1 . technological factors
resulting from industrialization, such as air pollution
and unsafe working conditions; 2. personal health
niaintcnancc factors such as life styles encouraging
o\rercating and undcrcxercising; and 3 . socioeconomic
\ t a t l i b . cspccially such ficaltli rclatccf conclitions associatccl tvith poverty as inadequate sanitation, overcrowded housing. and bad nutrition:"
_-_____________I_.

Educational Implications

1. Educational programs \vhich train health administrators but fail to provide them with a set of values
t o guide their behavior servc to encourage a lack of
accountability. Every prograni should make a cardinal
commitment to developing the normative backbone of
the health administrators it train ' To increase t h e
sensitivity of doctors and other health professionals to
thew niattcrs, Senators Javits, Williams, and Mondale
havc submitted bill S 954, which anicnds the Public
Health Service Act to providc "in the training of health
professionals, for an increasing emphasis on the ethical,
HOSPITAL PROGRESS

social, Icgal, and moral implications of advances in
biomedical research and technology."
Such training can be achieved only partially via the
lecture course. Ethical education perhaps may be best
advanced by presenting suitable cases for guided group
discussion and through interaction with persons thcmselves committed to high normative standards. Hencc,
the faculty entrusted with the education of health administrators should include persons such as clergy who
have dealt with dying patients, a hospital ombudsman,
and a community leader.
2. The educational program should sensitize future
health administrators to the different conceptions of
accountability as outlincd above. The trainees should
come to understand deeply the benefits and drawbacks
of passive (or neutral) v. active (or creative) administration; the limits of morality not backed by social
forces; the role of formal factors; the significance,
dangers, and limitations of mobilization v. coalition
building, etc. I n effect, the preceding ann1ysi.s can be
rvirwed as a cmrse oirtline in accountability to be
backed up by more extended preparation in appropriate portions of social and political science curricula.
I say "appropriate" because these disciplines contain
segments that are as limited in their perspective as
some of the monofactorial schools of accountability
discussed above. For instance, some stress the role of
frce will and values per se; others arc mesmerized by
formal functions, and still others by realpolitik. True,
thc more a student is exposed and sensitized to even
these partial analyses of administration as a social and
political system-instead
of merely to accounting, financial management, and operations analysis-the more
he \\ill understand thc proccses of accountability and
hi\ o u n ranyc o f mancuvcrability. He may then. per-

haps with the help of the above outline, piece together
his own synthesis. Better still would be a program
built around a social-political science approach which
is encompassing and includes the necessary material.
Here again, lectures a t best will do only part of the
work. Case studies, in conjunction with guided group
discussions, backed by dialogue with experienced administrators would be more helpful. Later in the
student's career, a regular (say, weekly) workshop for
administrators-in-training, during their internship
period, might be most effective, because here the participant's own experience can be studied and incorporated as educationaf experience.
None of these ideas is novel, either as general educational procedure or as efforts in the training of health
administrators. Novel would mean new systematic
combinations, along the suggested lines, for the suggested purposes.
3. The preceding discussion has taken as its cornerstone an implicit assumption that should be explicated,
both for the purposes of this article and for the purposes of the educational effort I hope will be built
around accountability: the administrator is at the center
of the guidance health units and systems and has a
leading responsibility for their direction. While special
interests are real, the administrator need not be merely
the handmaiden of interest groups or a pawn of social
forces. Neither is he only on the second string of accountability while doctors man the first line; such a
hierarchy is neither reliable nor just. The administrator should have the ultimate responsibility. At the same
time, he would be woefully mistaken to perceive himself as all powerful; an accountable system can arise
only through broad support, where the administrator
may mobilize and educate, but cannot dictate.
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